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Rory Rowan -- "It seems, then, that with regard to geo-social futures, it might beapt to adopt a
Gramscian position: “pessimism of the intellect,optimism of the will”—even if today the category
of “will” too isuncertain, when the “end of Man” has pronounced the sovereignsubject dead and
the “end of Nature” declared a new era of multi-agental complexity. Despite contesting visions of
geo-socialfutures, it seems essential for the Left today to insist thatpessimism is not the
necessary correlate to the militantcommitment to justice, care, and freedom, and that
optimismmust be cultivated, not despite worsening geo-social conditions,but precisely because
of them. Without a commitment to theenduring possibility of a better world, we simply resign
ourselves,and the planet, to extinction as usual."
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The plague doctor's costume was the clothing worn by a plague doctor to protect him from
airborne diseases. The costume consisted of an ankle length overcoat and a bird-like beak
mask often filled with sweet or strong smelling substances (commonly lavender), along with
gloves, boots, a brim hat, and an outer over-clothing garment.

Description

The mask had glass openings for the eyes and a curved beak shaped like that of a bird. Straps
held the beak in front of the doctor's nose. The mask had two small nose holes and was a type
of respirator which contained aromatic items. The beak could hold dried flowers (including roses
and carnations), herbs (including mint), spices, camphor, or a vinegar sponge. The purpose of
the mask was to keep away bad smells, which were thought to be the principal cause of the
disease in the miasma theory of infection, before it was disproved by germ theory. Doctors



believed the herbs would counter the "evil" smells of the plague and prevent them from
becoming infected.

The beak doctor costume worn by plague doctors had a wide-brimmed leather hat to indicate
their profession. They used wooden canes to point out areas needing attention and to examine
patients without touching them. The canes were also used to keep people away, to remove
clothing from plague victims without having to touch them, and to take a patient's pulse.
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William K. Black -- There are three key points that conventional economists ignore that are
illustrated by this latest sadness out of OSU.  First, it is easy to build a perverse culture that can
last for many years even though the participants know that they are acting in a shameful
fashion.  Second, such a culture can only persist with bad or failed leaders.  Third, a corrupted
culture can lead people who are not intrinsically corrupt or evil to do things they know are
wrong.  There is no reason to believe that OSU marching band members were sociopaths.
They likely exemplified “normal.”
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Four questions about asemic writing, #04: Tim Gaze
Posted by Marco Giovenale on Sunday, July 12, 2015 · 0 Comments
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1. Do you think the practice of asemic writing is something different
from visual poetry? Or a part of it?

They're 2 separate areas which intersect some of the time. As well as
humans deliberately making asemic writing ("practice"), there are
many possibilities for accidentally making asemic writing (for which
I wouldn't use the term "practice").

2. Asemic texts appeared often here and there over the course of the
20th century. Then, at the very beginning of the 21st, it seemed that
a consistent part of artists/writers, all over the world, started
focusing on it. It isn't the occasional appearance of asemics in a
wider context of art, but it seems now a specific practice or
current. Do you agree?

Yes, several people are making compositions which they call asemic
writing, and many are familiar with each others' work.



I'm partly to blame, for promoting the word "asemic" to describe this
kind of work. It has been gratifying to see how my zines grew in
size, how popular asemic matters are these days on the internet, and
to observe new anthologies being published. Different understandings
of the word "asemic" and arguments about its meaning are encouraging
signs that this is a healthy, growing community.

3. Some authors think it can be said that something like an actual
asemic “movement” is rapidly (or slowly?) growing. Do you think so?
Or do you think there’s simply a wide constellation of different
individuals, far from being defined a movement?

Yes, I agree that there is a movement. (I would also comment that I'm
sure the well-known historical art movements were much more fuzzy at
the time than later histories would have us believe.) I'm partly
responsible, having published 3 issues of an e-zine titled asemic
movement. Carlos M Luis of Miami was probably the first person to
describe it as a movement, in a letter or email to me. In my mind,
the movement is not just about examples of asemic writing; it also
has potential to ask us to rethink some fundamental questions such
as: What is writing? and What is reading? I hope also that the
implications of asemic writing can knock holes in some of the
currently accepted literary theory, especially Derrida's ideas about
writing.

4. Anthologies, exhibits and web pages collect very different kinds
of asemic works. Some of them resemble scribbles and calligraphy, so
they fit the definition of “writing”. Others do not, since they
include recognizable letters and symbols, or abstract art. Do you
think asemics can include these areas or not?

It depends on how you want to use the term "asemic writing".
Personally, I am the most interested in newly invented symbols, but
can't deny the other approaches to making wordless writing or
illegible writing or writing-like images. Eventually, someone will
attempt to separate these into distinct categories, and apply some
sort of systematic nomenclature. James Elkins' book The Domain of
Images gives a sense of how this might be done. Hopefully, creators
will continue to confound any labels or boundaries which arise.
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Tim Gaze

Jul 25 (3 days ago)
to me, Marco, John, Slobodan, De, suzan, Olchar, Nico, andrew
now that the horse has bolted...

it's been hard to find the time & mental space to assemble decent
thoughts, but here goes.

asemic writing occupies an important place in visual literacy. A few
academics are tiptoeing around it, but it hasn't been engulfed &
digested by big, mainstream knowledge yet. I've tried to make contact
with a few experts on visual literacy & visual rhetoric, but haven't
had any loud success.

trying naively to find my own raw, international, pan-human approach
to handwriting has been part of my journey into asemic writing. I
taught myself the bare rudiments of Chinese calligraphy, & have tried
to fuse an East Asian sensibility with my Roman letter writing
habits. In my opinion, practicing writing from top to bottom of a
page, or from right to left along a line can put one's mind closer to
other cultures.

anecdotes from reactions to my writing:
one day I was photocopying my attempts at ancient Chinese tortoise
shell script. An elderly Asian man was next to where I was working. I
asked him shlyly what he thought of my handiwork. He grumpily
replied: I can't read that! That's ancient Chinese.
a friend with Korean ancestry said that one of my squiggles looked
like a Chinese bunnyrabbit.
when I took Chinese lessons for about 8 weeks, my teacher said my
writing looked like a child's writing. I asked was that good or bad?
She said it looked like a Chinese child's writing.



I've also attempted to write Arabic & Hebrew at different times, for
shorter periods. Attempted Indian scripts, but don't have a feeling
for them yet. Also Korean hangul writing. After calm, careful
practice, I would often cut loose & improvise to make asemic
compositions.

so, pan-writing or multi-lingual writing (but mostly without words)
is something I'm striving for, & would be pleased to see others
doing.

I've said elsewhere how important improvisation is for me. There are
plenty of potential links between music & asemic writing which
haven't much been explored. Joe Maneri's pages in the book Asemia sat
comfortably.

where the water begins to get muddy is when I overlap my interest in
pictographic symbols. Many pictographic symbols could be mapped 1:1
with words of a particular language, & therefore wouldn't fit the
definition of asemic writing. However, I see them as part of a
broader universe of possibles.

carefully drawn/written pictographic symbols sit still & share
something with stone or earth. Illegible cursive is at the other end
of the spectrum, & shares something with air or fire or electricity
or water.

an emerging area which could be useful to our understanding is Mark
Studies.

visual poetry was an early doorway into asemic writing for me, but
it's not the only one. I consider asemic writing to be a category of
visual material, subjective to the viewer's reaction to it. (The
marks on the piece of paper aren't asemic; when a reader sees the
marks, attempts to read words out of them & fails, that would fit my
definition of asemic writing.)

the faculty of Imagination is underrated. My impression is that
postmodern & poststructuralist theory is uncomfortable with
imagination, & suspicious of creativity. Asemic writing can often
stimulate the imagination.



is there a wind blowing the idea of asemic writing around the world
at the moment? At least in English & Italian, there's more writing &
thinking about it than there has been in years.

best to you all,

Tim
...

[Message clipped]

Boban

Jul 25 (3 days ago)
to Tim, me, Marco, John, De, suzan, Olchar, Nico, andrew
In my experience, alphabet is confirmation of language barrier, and
it can and does serve as political blocade for various influences.
This is because it is language dependent.

Ideograms, on the other hand, are not language dependent, they relate
to the more abstract ability of speech, and ideograms can be used as
means of communication between peoples who speak different languages.
Ideograms are probably one of the most important factors in creating
the great Chinese nation, where there are many languages and dialects
which cannot be understood by others. In this respect, ideograms are
superior to alphabet and can breach political and cultural borders.

Visual poetry takes at least part of the place of ideograms because
it also communicates directly. It is not actually degrading spoken
language, but is translating simultaneously to the higher level of
comprehension, which may not be always available in language (for
various reasons). The communication stays sometimes and perhaps is
inarticulate but nevertheless clear (only silent).

Asemic writing can address both alphabet (language) and ideograms
(speech and mental formations - one can use mathematics instead of
language, for instance) by its attempt to deconstruct existing
formulas / protocols which account for "interpretation" (which
actually is "the meaning").
The meaning surpasses language and pictures of ideas (ideograms)
because it has to do with arrainging or assembling the world(view)
with its "rules" or "order" and only after that it is translated into
particular language.



Asemic writing is a direct attact at semantics, questions all its
aspects and tends to rearrange or point out the absurd which is
normally hiden (tolerated) and intentionally ignored.

All languages including mathematics, and other semantical systems,
are basically axiomatic and therefore arbitrary, while in reality
they pretend that they are fully "natural" or "God given", etc.
Asemic writing, as a concept and intent, destroy this intentional
forgetfulness and brings it to the light, so that the one who uses
language must be aware (concentrated) on the very essence of language
(which is based on axioms, those can never be verified as true
values). The meaning in language is always a convention, an
agreement, adopted meaning and because of this its intent to transfer
and express "truth" is very questinable.

Visual poetry, as we see, has spread all over the Internet (the
World) and communicates same meaning to all people regardles of their
native languages. This meaning is often beyond conventional meaning,
so VP is at least partly asemic (depending on the intention of the
artist).

b

Marco Giovenale

Jul 26 (2 days ago)
to Boban, Tim, me, John, De, suzan, Olchar, Nico, andrew
hi all,

why don't you post each and all the pieces of this really interesting
conversation in the Asemic Googlegroup?
it could be a good idea. we can share (all or part of) our notes with
a wider community.

I hope you won't be disturbed by my invitation to contribute to the
group and the asemicnet.blogspot.com page too.
I've just sent invitations to those who are not already in.



hoping I'm not too annoying, I strongly exhort you to

--- post your notes @ asemic@googlegroups.com

and (or)

--- join asemicnet.blogspot.com & post your works and notes too,
if/when you want.

and (or)

--- share your thoughts @ the facebook asemic group too
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/76178850228/).

and (or)

--- reply - if you want - to the attached "4 questions about asemic
writing" (Nico, Tim and Jim have already replied and their answers
are here, here and here). I already invited De Villo, and I'd really
like to invite Boban, John, Suzan, Olchar and Andrew. I'll publish
your replies @ SCRIPTjr.

yours, sincerely,
Marco

________________________

slowforward.wordpress.com
differx.tumblr.com
gammm.org
scriptjr.nl
Attachments area
Preview attachment Four questions about asemic writing.doc
Four questions about asemic writing.doc

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 26 (2 days ago)



to Marco, Boban, Tim, John, De, suzan, Olchar, Nico, andrew
i would like for these discussions to be published, circulated, and
preserved. converting them to printable pdfs and circulating them in
that form covers all of these areas for me. if we feed this
discussion into google groups, for example, i think all responses
should eventually be collected and published as a pdf. i'm not
interested in generating a written discussion that is not "for the
record".

Marco Giovenale

Jul 26 (2 days ago)
to me, Boban, Tim, John, De, suzan, Olchar, Nico, andrew
alas, it seems that ---as for now--- google doesn't allow us to print
a pdf out of a whole googlegroup conversation.
just tell me if i'm wrong. i think it's not possible.

but: the asemic googlegroup is actually public, the address is
https://groups.google.com/forum/?hl=en#!forum/asemic.

and: each conversation stays on line & is archived.
this one for example:
https://groups.google.com/forum/?hl=en#!topic/asemic/GfEXnAVRh0c

so... maybe we don't need to archive the conversations as pdfs or
docs, we only need to remind their web address (and make it public
whenever/wherever we want) so that any people interested in them can
access and (re)read them...

news: in order to make people know what is going on and read the
asemic googlegroup conversations, i've just added this page to the
asemicnet blog:
http://asemicnet.blogspot.com/p/asemic-googlegroup.html. so we have
an always up-to-date archive of our talks.

best!

Marco Giovenale

2:09 PM (10 hours ago)
to me, De, Slobodan, John, Nico, Olchar, suzan, andrew, Tim



Post scriptum: so... If you agree in using the asemic googlegroup,
feel free to repost there the single emails of this thread. Or start
a new conversation. As you prefer. It's a free end useful 'tool' I
think :)

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:09 PM (1 hour ago)
to Marco, De, Slobodan, John, Nico, Olchar, suzan, andrew, Tim
i found this in the Google asemic writing group, from 4 years ago.
i'm afraid this kind of thing tends to get lost in the google group
format.

Tim Gaze
6/11/11
hi all.

it's encouraging to see such different viewpoints tied to the word
"asemic".

my actions are almost the opposite to Jim's, yet I feel absolutely in
sympathy with him.

I spend a fair amount of time talking to academics who might be
interested to attempt to digest asemic writings. Gerald L Bruns had
an essay which argues for the value of difficult-to-read texts, &
quoted Asemic magazine, published in The Cambridge Literary Review
#2. (I've seen a draft, but not the final version.)

"looks like writing to me on this occasion, but I can't get words out
of it" is my attempt at a definition of the area which I'd call
asemic writing.

the habit of attempting to read material which appears to be writing
is deeply programmed into our eyes & mind, when we're taught to read.
anything which makes us more aware of the largely involuntary process
of reading is probably healthy.

however, someone who was taught to read Chinese characters as a child
will have different habits of looking & attempting to read than
someone exposed to the Roman letters & English language as a child.
the asemic creations which interest me the most are the ones which
reach beyond the Roman letters to other writing systems. but Xu



Bing's faux Chinese characters don't interest me very much; they only
activate more than one stage of the reading process in a viewer who
can read a large vocabulary of written Chinese words.

hang on, I'll paste in a quote from an unpublished essay, since
no-one else seems to be talking about his particular area:
"Let's say we see a piece of paper. In a split second, we decide if
it contains Roman letters: writing. In a further split second, we
decide if these letters add up to words. And in a further split
second, we decide if those words form sentences. We don't give our
permission before we begin the act of reading. It is so deeply
habituated that we begin doing it, before we even realise it. It
takes an effort of will not to read legible words.

Despite the number of interacting processes necessary for smooth
reading to occur (recognising letters, compiling words from the
letters, & deriving semantic sense from the collection of words),
reading is usually rapid & comfortable. Once we begin this journey
along a stream of words, we usually read as fast as we can. In doing
so, we preclude the act of looking (as at an image).

What might happen if a page appears to contain writing, but
frustrates the reader's attempt to find sentences, or words, or even
letters?"

another consideration: the standard history of Writing, where & when
it originated, & what it is, feel dishonest & incomplete to me.
asemic writing seems to be an important part of the history of
symbolic communication by humans. disciplines like Information Theory
treat writing in a one-sided manner. we (asemic creators) are
fleshing out its other side.

we could certainly talk more about parallels & differences between
asemic visual poetry & wordless sound poetry. is anyone else
interested in this?

that's probably enough for the moment.

I'm much more inclined to make public postings than to talk in a
forum such as this. but I'll bear with it, & see where we go next.

Tim Gaze



On 12/06/2011 4:36 AM, JOHN BENNETT wrote:

Jim hits the nail on the head. This is certainly the most useful way
of thinking about asemics I've seen in this discussion!
John Bennett

On Fri, Jun 10, 2011 at 12:38 PM, Jim Leftwich <jimle...@gmail.com>
wrote:
>
> there is no such thing as asemic writing.
> in fact, there is no such thing as asemic anything.
> everything is readable, ie., can be and will be given meaning.
> the asemic is an unattainable ideal.
> in striving toward it, many mutations of writing and drawing (and
other practices: photographing, to name but one) will come into
being.
> this is the value of the asemic.
> working with asemia (attempting to write it, attempting to read
and/or not read it) is a training exercise, and the products of that
training exist as documentation of the process.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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Jim Leftwich, Jan 27, 1998 (to Tim Gaze):
A seme is a unit of meaning, or the smallest unit of meaning (also known as a sememe,
analogous with phoneme). An asemic text, then, might be involved with units of language for
reasons other than that of producing meaning.

Tim Gaze
preface to The Oxygen of Truth
The word “asemic” means “having no semantic content.”
November, 1999
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from Wikipedia
Asemic writing is a wordless open semantic form of writing.
The word asemic means "having no specific semantic content".

1) Asemic writing is a wordless open semantic form of writing.
When did asemic writing become wordless?
Who made the decision?
Why was it important for this kind of writing to be without
words?
Does the person who made this decision know that the definition is historically inaccurate?

2) The word asemic means "having no specific semantic content".
When did the word "specific" get added to this definition?
Who made the decision to add it?
Why was it important that the semantic content not be specific?
In this context, how is asemic writing different from polysemous
writing, or ambiguous writing?
Would it not be more accurate to define "asemic" as "having no semantic content"?
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Comment by res 1 hour ago

I guess it is an imitation, though!
http://wgfluxus.tumblr.com/post/1308396753/1963-fluxus-manifesto-pu...

Comment by res 1 hour ago

See what I mean by Kafkaesque?!

Comment by res 1 hour ago

Hi, De Villo! I have no idea what you're talking about. PseudoDKult is my second piece of mail
art that I made for my mentor Poison Label Productions (camel/kamel). It was an intuitive
response to spending way too many hours looking at the group, "All Things Trashpo." It's called
PseudoDKult because I'm not in DKult. So I hope you're pulling my leg because I'm in the same
boat as Grace. I know nothink! nothink!

Comment by De Villo Sloan 1 hour ago

DVS is fine, Grace. Glad I could help. You're not required to know anything and all that really
matters is that you're doing art you enjoy and w/ people you like. No rules except acceptance
and mutual support go a long way.

Often the artworld is very competitive and snarky. People are pitted against each other. My
understanding is that mail art is meant to be an alternative to that.

Now turning to RES - ripples of "PseudoDKult" are already passing through the Trashpo world. I
can't get involved in this. I have already caused way too much trouble over Meeah Williams and
DKult Brooklyn.



Nice Piece, RES. Will be interesting to see how Elgin deals with this. I told her: "You gotta run
this the way Maciunas ran Fluxus. Expel people. Purges." She'll have none of that. At one point,
I expelled everyone from MinXus, including myself.

Comment by Grace Sanford 2 hours ago

Absolutely the best of explanatory explanations! Thank you De Villo Sloan! May I call you DVS,
or what? I'm really enchanted by it all, and being new has an innocence I can't seem to shake
off.

Comment by De Villo Sloan 2 hours ago

Grace, you're right. Trashpo (trash poetry) is fairly easy. It's basically mail art made w/ found
materials. The difference between Trashpo and other found art is that Trashpo is a form of
visual poetry, so usually you'll find text or language in it.

Trashpo is relatively new. It was invented by visual poet Jim Leftwich in 2005. But it didn't gain
momentum until Diane Keys got involved. That's where DKult comes from. Dkult is a kind of, I
guess, a fan club built around Diane and her ideas. It's for trashpoets who want to make
recycling and other related ideas part of their lives. You can be a trashpoet and not be a
member of DKult.

DKult has similarities to an earlier fake religion called the Church of the Subgenius that was
connected to the network. The Church of the Subgenius was a parody of evangelical
Christianity, I think that took on a life of its own.

Ray Johnson had the NY Correspondence School and clubs such as the Blue Eyes Club and
(my favorite) the Spam Radio Club where people would meet to discuss this weird clock that
advertised Spam meat products. Somebody finally stole the Spam Radio.

So mail art has always had strange clubs, fake religions, fake prophets, movements, etc. I think
it's a way subgroups can form around certain kinds of interests but probably more than anything,
it's just fun.

Comment by DKULT 2 hours ago

Kafkaesque labyrinth====must quote this gem on our web site.  So Trash it Be  feel free to join
the all things trashpo group to learn more. please know that this is not a decision to be taken
lightly. once you join there is no turning back, but we don't think you will want to

Comment by res 2 hours ago

Hi, Grace! I'm hypnotized by DKult, but no wiser as far as understanding its multivalence.



DKult is associated with a group on the IUOMA ning called "All Things Trashpo":
http://iuoma-network.ning.com/group/all-things-trashpo

De Villo Sloan has a discussion in that group called the Official Trashpo Handbook & DKult
Directory:

http://iuoma-network.ning.com/group/all-things-trashpo/forum/topics...

Good luck figuring out the Kafkaesque labyrinth that is DKult!

Comment by Grace Sanford 3 hours ago

Res, there is so much new information I'm learning about mail art. I'd never heard of Dkult or
Trashpo and other related words until a week ago really. I keep trying to look up stuff on the
internet, because it is all there, but I get disorganized and distracted by all the little sidebars of
written and visual information, as well as all the other things I have to attend to in a day. I think
Trashpo is fairly easy to get, but I don't know where to begin with Dkult.
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ROB MCLENNAN'S BLOG

Wednesday, February 19, 2014

12 or 20 (second series) questions with John M. Bennett

John M. Bennett [photo credit: C Mehrl Bennett] has published over 400 books and chapbooks
of poetry and other materials. Among the most recent are rOlling COMBers (Potes & Poets
Press);MAILER LEAVES HAM (Pantograph Press); LOOSE WATCH(Invisible Press); CHAC
PROSTIBULARIO (with Ivan Arguelles; Pavement Saw Press); HISTORIETAS ALFABETICAS
(Luna Bisonte Prods); PUBLIC CUBE (Luna Bisonte Prods); THE PEEL(Anabasis Press); GLUE
(xPress(ed)); LAP GUN CUT (with F. A. Nettelbeck; Luna Bisonte Prods);  INSTRUCTION
BOOK (Luna Bisonte Prods); la M al (Blue Lion Books); CANTAR DEL HUFF(Luna Bisonte



Prods); SOUND DIRT (with Jim Leftwich; Luna Bisonte Prods); BACKWORDS (Blue Lion
Books); NOS (Redfox Press); D RAIN B LOOM (with Scott Helmes; xPress(ed));CHANGDENTS
(Offerta Speciale); L ENTES (Blue Lion Books); NOS (Redfoxpress); SPITTING DDREAMS
(Blue Lion Books);ONDA (with Tom Cassidy; Luna Bisonte Prods); 30 DIALOGOS SONOROS
(with Martín Gubbins; Luna Bisonte Prods); BANGING THE STONE (WITH Jim Leftwich; Luna
Bisonte Prods);FASTER NIH (Luna Bisonte Prods); RREVES (Editions du Silence); NEOLIPIC
(Argotist); LAS CABEZAS MAYAS/MAYA HEADS(Luna Bisonte Prods); BALAM MALAB (Logan
Elm Press); LA VISTA GANCHA (Luna Bisonte Prods); THE SOCK SACK/UNFINISHED
FICTIONS/MORE INSERTS (with Richard Kostelanetz; Luna Bisonte Prods); T ICK TICK TIC K
(Chalked Editions and White Sky Books); THIS IS VISUAL POETRY (This is Visual Poetry); EL
HUMO LETRADO: POESÍA EN ESPAÑOL(Chalk Editions; 2nd ed. White Sky Books); ZABOD
(Tonerworks); TEXTIS GLOBBOLALICUS (3 vols.; mOnocle-Lash Anti-Press);NITLATOA (Luna
Bisonte Prods); OHIO GRIMES AND MISTED MEANIES (with Ben Bennett, Bob Marsh, Jack
Wright; Edgetone Records); SUMO MI TOSIS (White Sky Books); CORRESPONDENCE
1979-1983 (with Davi Det Hompson; Luna Bisonte Prods);THE GNAT’S WINDOW (Luna
Bisonte Prods); DRILLING FOR SUIT MYSTERY (with Matthew T. Stolte; Luna Bisonte
Prods);OBJECT OBJET (with Nicolas Carras; Luna Bisonte Prods); CARAARAC & EL TÍTULO
INVISIBLE (Luna Bisonte Prods); LIBER X(Luna Bisonte Prods; CUITLACOCHTLI (Xexoxial
Editions); BLOCK (Luna Bisonte Prods); THE STICKY SUIT WHIRS (Luna Bisonte Prods);
SOLE DADAS & PRIME SWAY (Luna Bisonte Prods); and LA CHAIR DU CENOTE (Fidel
Anthelme X).  He has published, exhibited and performed his word art worldwide in thousands
of publications and venues.  He was editor and publisher ofLOST AND FOUND TIMES
(1975-2005), and is Curator of the Avant Writing Collection at The Ohio State University
Libraries. Richard Kostelanetz has called him “the seminal American poet of my generation”.
His work, publications, and papers are collected in several major institutions, including
Washington University (St. Louis), SUNY Buffalo, The Ohio State University, The Museum of
Modern Art, and other major libraries.  His PhD (UCLA 1970) is in Latin American Literature.

1 - How did your first book change your life? How does your most recent work compare to your
previous? How does it feel different?
It’s hard to say how any of my books changed my life, because I don’t know how my life would
have been without them.  It’s probably better to think that my life changed my books.  Or that
both processes were present.  Every book or period has been different, once I’ve worked in a
particular mode for a while, I get bored, and do something different.  That is, my life/writing are
in constant evolution/change.  So over the years, from my first work to my present, there have
been major changes.

2 - How did you come to poetry first, as opposed to, say, fiction or non-fiction?
As a very young child I was fascinated with what seemed like a strange magical power in words
and in their written manifestations. So I spoke and wrote from that mind-set.  I didn’t know it was
poetry; at first I didn’t know there was such a thing as poetry.  In a lot of ways what I wrote then
and what I write today isn’t poetry at all.  Whatever it is, it’s something I very much need to do.  I
actually spend more time reading fiction and history than poetry.



3 - How long does it take to start any particular writing project? Does your writing initially come
quickly, or is it a slow process? Do first drafts appear looking close to their final shape, or does
your work come out of copious notes?
It takes about 1 second or less to start.  Usually. But overall, there have been instances in
which all of the above would apply. Generally, these days, I start right off with no fuss, and do
some revising, usually all on the same day.  Almost always, when I start writing, my first
impression is that what I’m writing is some kind of awkward cornball crap.  I’ve learned to ignore
that feeling; it’s probably a kind of illusion created by a feeling that some what I’ve written in the
past was pretty good and that it would be impossible to come up with something new as good
as that.  Of course, for all I know some of it, at least, is awkward cornball crap.

4 - Where does a poem usually begin for you? Are you an author of short pieces that end up
combining into a larger project, or are you working on a "book" from the very beginning?
All of the above, often simultaneously.

5 - Are public readings part of or counter to your creative process? Are you the sort of writer
who enjoys doing readings?
When I started doing extensive public readings/performances in the late 1970’s, I learned a lot
about the sounds and rhythms of language.  I had been an actor in college and afterward, and I
found that performing my poems from that mind-set made a lot of sense.  I know it affected how
I write.  The text has to work for a speaking voice. As well as in all the others ways a text needs
to work.

6 - Do you have any theoretical concerns behind your writing? What kinds of questions are you
trying to answer with your work? What do you even think the current questions are?
My writing is a way of trying to understand the world and to understand myself in that world.
Theoretical concerns don’t interest me.

7 – What do you see the current role of the writer being in larger culture? Does s/he even have
one? What do you think the role of the writer should be?
The role varies enormously depending on the culture. The poet in Latin America has a very
different place than he does in North America, for example.  I don’t think there’s a “should” in
this; the poet’s “role” is what it is; it’s not something he or she, as a poet, has much control over.

8 - Do you find the process of working with an outside editor difficult or essential (or both)?
Usually it’s useful and interesting.  Maybe only once or twice in my life have I found it annoying.
It’s not essential for what I do, but it can have some value.

9 - What is the best piece of advice you've heard (not necessarily given to you directly)?
It’s only poetry.  (This is advice I give myself.) Cf. no. 3 above if you feel that what you’re writing
is awkward cornabll crap.



10 - How easy has it been for you to move between genres (text work to visual/concrete to
sound works to critical prose)? What do you see as the appeal?
Very easy.  Since I’m not so much interested in “poetry” as in how language works to help me
know things, it feels completely natural to work with it in all kinds of contexts.  More than a poet,
I’m a “language artist” perhaps.

11 - What kind of writing routine do you tend to keep, or do you even have one? How does a
typical day (for you) begin?
I write all the time, in different contexts and at different times.  The important thing is to keep
doing it, even if you don’t quite feel like it at a particular moment.  Do it anyway.

12 - When your writing gets stalled, where do you turn or return for (for lack of a better word)
inspiration?
I’ve never had that problem.

13 - What fragrance reminds you of home?
Garlic simmering in olive oil.

14 - David W. McFadden once said that books come from books, but are there any other forms
that influence your work, whether nature, music, science or visual art?
All of those and many more.

15 - What other writers or writings are important for your work, or simply your life outside of your
work?
I can’t imagine a life where the ONLY thing I did was “be a writer”.  I’ve had, and still have, quite
a rich life in many arenas other than literature. That life provides the form(s) from which I can
write.  As far as compiling the list of other writers that are important to me...  I’ve done that many
times, and tire of it; I always forget some names. There are many.  Let me just say that many of
them come from Latin America, which relates to the fact that much of what I have written in
recent years has been in Spanish.

16 - What would you like to do that you haven't yet done?
I’ll know when I’ve done it!

17 - If you could pick any other occupation to attempt, what would it be? Or, alternately, what do
you think you would have ended up doing had you not been a writer?
An archaeologist, a musician, a cook?

18 - What made you write, as opposed to doing something else?
Beats me.  I think it’s part of my biology.  Sometimes I say that I write in order to have something
I really want to read: there’s some truth in that.

19 - What was the last great book you read? What was the last great film?



Books: Los Detectives Salvajes, de Roberto Bolaño, & Paradiso, de José Lezama Lima.
Film: Dead Man, by Jim Jarmusch

20 - What are you currently working on?
Poems, visual poems, performances, recordings, photography, etc.  In terms of “poetry”, it
seems I’m working on a 3rd volume in what may be a trilogy, the first 2 volumes of which are
LIBER X and OLVIDOS, published by Luna Bisonte Prods in 2012 and 2013 respectively.

John M. Bennett
December 2013

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

A few persistent thoughts about asemic writing
by Tim Gaze

Asemic writing is a visual stimulus that makes one think, for however
brief an amount of time, that one is looking at writing. Then, when
you try to read it, you can’t find any words.

I have a particular interest in asemic writing that is black and
white, on paper, and to a large extent, reproduced rather than
original.

Black and white are fundamental, and very powerful. A black and white
form cannot be simplified, but can be dressed in any of a multitude
of colours. A form rendered in only black and white can be considered
to be a kind of template.

Paper is an ancient medium. According to legend, a Chinese eunuch
named Cai Lun (Ts’ai Lun) invented paper. Certainly, paper was
adopted first in China, then traded as far afield as Arabia, before



finding its way to Europe. It is a more global medium than, for
example, canvas, which is a relatively recent Western European
invention.

If an original piece of writing is written in black ink on a white
page, it can be reproduced with high fidelity. Another way of saying
this is that minimal information is lost due to the reproduction
process.

More fundamental than talking about asemic writing is to ask the
question:what is writing?, which leads to the further question: what
is reading?

Reading seems to operate at the level of habit. When legible words
are placed in front of us, it’s difficult and takes an effort of will
not to begin reading those words.

Reading (or attempting to read) is a complex, multi-stage process,
although we usually assume we’re talking about a clearly legible text
with sensible, easily comprehensible words. The very first stage is
to recognise something as being readable. How long does this
appraisal take? A fraction of a second.

An alternative definition for the English noun writing would be: any
visual stimulus which activates the person viewing’s reading habit.

Asemic writing can occur accidentally, such as when the wind and rain
move sticks and other debris into shapes suggestive of letters or
other symbols.



There are at least 3 broad approaches to deliberately making asemic
writing:

imitations of cursive handwriting;

extending the repertoire of written symbols to include unknown ones;

damaging the legibility of what would otherwise be legible writing.

Everybody is familiar with illegible or least difficult-to-read
cursive handwriting. The legendary Doctors’ handwriting on
prescriptions for medicine is an example. To create asemic
handwriting, one can simply push to write more quickly than the hand
can comfortably manage, and you’ll skid off the road into asemic
territory.

Chinese cursive is written vertically, from top to bottom in columns
from right to left, rather than in horizontal lines from left to
right. In ancient Egypt, a cursive script called demotic developed
from the sheer difficulty of writing complex pictographic
hieroglyphs. Cursive is fast, and can cover a lot of territory, both
on the page and in terms of rapidity of capturing ideas.

The Belgian poet Christian Dotremont invented a method of writing
asemic, pseudo-Mongolian writing: he wrote some French words in
cursive on a translucent piece of paper, then rotated it and freely
moved his brush over what he could see on the other side, writing
downwards instead of across. Anyone can roughly imitate writing
systems that they don’t know. The results will probably look
hilarious to someone who can fluently read that script.

There is a multitude of symbol systems beyond the written word. To
mention a few: cattle brands, hobo signs, Bliss symbols, alchemical
symbols, electrical circuit symbols, house decoration signs,



Stonemasons’ marks, tribal tattoos, even the separate traditions
within prehistoric rock art. We can still create new symbols,
although sometimes they are unintentionally similar to symbols which
are already in use.

Creating one’s own family of symbols, without a fixed meaning, is
part of the Lettriste technique of hypergraphies, making compositions
using elements beyond just the familiar letters and numbers. Finding
your own symbols could be completely rational and cold-blooded, or it
could be a personal spirit-quest.

Some symbols are so ubiquitous that we develop a numbness to them,
and largely ignore them. The rectangle is a universal symbol which is
deeply written into contemporary human culture. The shapes of screens
(such as mobile phones and computer monitors) and the shape of a
typical piece of paper imply a rectangle. This rectangle is present
in every use of that medium. The rectangle is typical in books,
2-dimensional visual art, photographs, movies. It would be refreshing
to encounter asemic writing which is framed in some way other than in
a rectangle.

Unicode is an attempt to represent almost every extant writing system
in the world in a standard digital format. In fact, every one of the
Unicode characters has been assigned a unique number or combination
of numbers. ASCII was an earlier scheme to assign common characters
used in English, along with a few from European languages, a unique
numerical code.

Part of my attraction to asemic writing is that we can invent new
characters, beyond even the 113,021 in the current version of
Unicode. Thus, a scheme like Unicode can never represent all possible
symbols.



A further consequence is that the task of recognising letters is
taken away from the reader when every symbol is mapped to a unique
numerical code. Recognising letters in a piece of writing is an early
stage in attempting to read something. Characters represented in
Unicode preclude the potential for enjoyable ambiguities or complete
misreadings.

Another way to think about asemic writing is to consider information
theory. The best-known assumption about passing information is that a
message must be perfectly encoded. Misspelled words or missing words
subtract from the total amount of information in the message. This is
the mode of information which Unicode attempts to streamline.

Contrary to this, consider the message as being latent in the person
receiving. The sender transmits a stimulus – a kind of rich noise –
to the receiver, who decodes it according to her or his trained
reading habits.

Pareidolia is a term for the human tendency to see concrete pictures
in ambiguous shapes. People see animals or faces in clouds, and so
on. An easier term would be pattern-completion. Because we have such
a well-developed ability to perceive patterns, shapes such as
inkblots or illegible calligraphy can stimulate one’s mind to imagine
what it thinks the missing details of the image might be.

There doesn’t seem to be much research into pareidolia. Eventually, I
suppose Cognitive Scientists will look into it. Cognitive poetics is
a growing area, while cognitive approaches to art appreciation or
image studies aren’t as common.

The inkblot paintings by Victor Hugo and Henri Michaux are one step
removed from asemic writing. Victor never tried his hand at asemic
writing to the best of my knowledge, but Henri certainly did.



Elsewhere
(e.g.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asemic_writing#/media/File:Asemic_c
hart.jpg), I’ve published my idea that asemic writing sits on a
continuum between legible writing and abstract images. Where
something sits on this continuum is dependent on the person looking:
one considers an example to be an abstract blob, while another can
see a resemblance to writing but cannot read any words, hence it is
asemic writing.

Damaging legible writing in order to render it illegible or only
partly legible can be accomplished in a number of ways. If you begin
with an object such as a page of written words, anything which
physically alters that piece of paper has the potential to diminish
the legibility. One could spray water at it, burn it, spray corrosive
liquids at it, tear it, crumple it, punch holes it it, cut pieces off
it. An old Chinese game was to place a piece of calligraphy into a
container of water, which causes the ink to gently float out of the
paper to form pleasing shapes in the water and the gradual
disintegration of the original writing.

The designer of the music magazine Ray Gun, Dave Carson, often used
typefaces which had slices taken out of the top or bottom or both.
One interview was published in wingdings.

Collaging material with perfectly legible writing on it quickly tends
towards producing asemic writing. So does glitching anything with
text, such as when a digital television malfunctions while the
credits are showing.

I’m throwing many ideas together here, unencumbered by academic style
or references. I hope the train of my thoughts is digestible.



Mount Barker, South Australia
May 2015
(published in Utsanga)

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

PETER GANICK
collaboration with jim leftwich’s ‘six months aint no sentence—book  57, entry written by peter
ganick… …

this is my collaboration with jim leftwich’s ‘six months aint no sentence’. unpardonably written in
words without images.

thought has no part of it. vision/visibility has even less.

the reason for the collaboration is pleasant, but serious. nothing gets in the way of the
collaboration.

leftwich’s writing is always a freeing-up. frees up efforts of anyone/everyone in the process of
reading the resultant text. it is not delinquent to say ‘six months……’ can become ‘six years…..’
even ‘six decades-onto centuries……’. will poetry be there after that time—regardless of its
survival.

leftwich’’s writing of this text is a lightness, a grateful lightness. the text comes and goes. it is
more or less than it is. it has no parts, the books’ individuality is debatable. [are all books
separate or one continuum.]

without making mr leftwich uncomfortable—it is the opinion and prophecy [even] of this writer—a
poet, a friend of the writer, a publisher of the writer—we will be discussing/talking about his
writing a long long long time from now now now [even].

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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SATURDAY, MARCH 24, 2007

cards, stencils & decompositions

— notes from emails

|||||||||||||||

i haven't made any effort to associate these particular works with deconstruction.

i started making the cards two years ago, while i was still in charlottesville. i've posted a lot of
them at textimagepoem. the decompositions are a more recent development, but many of them
are also at the blog.

among the precursors i recognize as influences in my decision to take the letter as the primary
unit of composition are the futurists (both russian and italian), the dadaists (schwitters, ball, and
tzara), and the kabbalist abulafia. even if we omit abulafia we have to acknowledge this practice
in poetry as preceding deconstruction by 50 years or more. the two practices aren't attempting
to do the same things. they aren't asking the same questions or attempting to solve the same
problems.

|||||||||||||||

i don't think of the decompositions as a negation of composition. i think of them as destabilized,
or perhaps deteriorated compositions - or, maybe, as damaged compositions. but not as
negations of composition.

|||||||||||||||

a lot of what i have made over the past couple of years
the decompositions, for example
the cards in general
has been a kind of meditative silence
not meant to be arty or poetic
but a reduction of the poem
through the syllable to the letter
and then to the arbitrary arrangement of letters on a stencil
a kind of defiant silence in the face of all this overwhelming shit



sort of like cage's
i have nothing to say and i am saying it

||||||||||||||

an alchemy designed to quiet the mind
and facilitate a specific flow or aggregate
of thoughts

from a very strong sense of having been
defeated, defeated at the base of the psyche

taking that as a starting point for a kind of
defiant productivity, serial variations on the
facticity of being here and now, not so much
empty as directionless, point blank

these cards don't require exegesis, but they do
invite a certain kind of thinking

||||||||||||||

“a semiotic poem is a visual poem which can make use of non-letteral means of
communication.”

the idea here of the semiotic poem is very familiar, though i don't think i'd seen the term before.
my dilemma in investigating the asemic has been to locate the unreadable, in whatever form,
and to attempt a fresh beginning from there. i haven't been able to locate the unreadable
anywhere. one of the things i've been exploring is the stencil. most poetry is composed using
the syllable as the primary unit of composition. a lot of so- called experimental writing is
composed using the letter as the primary unit. using stencils is an extreme reductionist strategy
for presenting the letter in opposition to itself. these shapes are letters. we are conditioned to
read them. but the process of reading is thwarted by the arbitrary, conventional construct of the
stencil. my decomposition series came out of this kind of thinking.

|||||||||||||||

some ballpark stuff
(to draw a wobbly line around an approximate context)

Jonathan Culler - "The sign is the union of a form which signifies, which Saussure calls the
signifiant (signifier), and an idea signified, the signifié (signified). Though we may speak of



signifier and signified as if they were separate entities, they exist only as components of the
sign."

Jonathan Culler - "Semiotics is based on the assumption that insofar as human actions or
repoductions convey meaning, insofar as they function as signs, there must be an underlying
system of conventions and distinctions which makes this meaning possible. Where there are
signs there is system. This is what various signifying activities have in common, and if one is to
determine their essential nature, one must treat them not in isolation but as examples of
semiotic systems. In this way, aspects that are often hidden or neglected will become apparent,
especially when nonlinguistic signifying practices are considered as ‘languages’."

Jonathan Culler - "The most interesting semiotic objects are those which insistently intimate
their relation to sign systems but are hard to place and resist easy interpretation. They don’t
quite fit the system’s categories; they seem to escape it, to violate what one takes to be its rules.
But since we are governed by the semiological imperative, Try to make sense of things, we
struggle with the refractory or evasive object, straining and extending our notions of
significance, modifying and extrapolating from the rules of our system, or bringing two codes
into juxtaposition to set off an interpretative interplay."

James Elkins - "Art history lacks a persuasive account of the nature of graphic marks, and that
limits what can be said about pictures. If a sign, as Charles Sanders Pierce said, is ‘something
which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity’ — a formula as vague as
it is compact — then every mark in a picture is also a sign: every brushstroke, pencil line,
smudge, and erasue must function as a sign and have meaning."

James Elkins - "Marks exfoliate by drawing attention to their boundaries so that the boundaries
become outlines in their own right; when that happens the boundaries themselves can be
perceived as marks, turning both the original mark and the original surface into surfaces."

James Elkins
"In the end there is no such thing as a mark — there are only surfaces.
…
The act of making a mark also turns the surface into a mark, so that it is perceived not as an
infinite or undifferentiated surface, but as a region with definite boundaries, and therefore
ultimately a mark.
…
In effect, markmaking turns surfaces into marks."

James Elkins - "Graphic traces are unruly, as ‘subsemiotic’ elements might be expected to be,
but they are unruly in a different way from written marks, and their instability does not fade when
they combine into larger units."



James Elkins - "The ontological instability of the mark is a double and conflicting condition. On
the one hand, each mark exfoliates into fields and endlessly generates new marks out of its
edges; on the other hand, each mark coalesces its surrounding surface into fields and finally
into other marks, so that the surface is fugitive and hardens everywhere into a landscape of
marks. Unlike written signs, drawn and painted marks are insecurely linked to their grounds, and
the same is true at the level of the figure — a fact that has to be suspended in order to get on
with art-historical interpretations that treat figures as if they were signs detachable from their
grounds."

|||||||||||||||

poem as sequence, series and/or aggregate of signs, a specific kind of system of signs.

for my purposes, the stencil facilitates a specific kind of foregrounding of the visuality of the
letters.

decomposition as i use the term is meant to refer to a specific type of composition, one in which
the structural deterioration of its primary units is emphasized.

composition is a conventional title for works of art. my use of decomposition derives from that
usage.

the cards, stencils, and decompositions are a kind of narrative, in the sense of being an ongoing
discourse concerning some of the choices one might attend to while writing poetry.

|||||||||||||||

jim leftwich
march 2007

POSTED BY JIM LEFTWICH AT 10:09 PM
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Robert Alan Wendeborn  Asemic Writing: The New Post-Literate



5 hrs ·

Too much of this feels less like "asemic writing" and more like "cheap hotel room abstract art".

I hate being dogmatic about avant art/literature, but there's been a noticeable drop in quality...

Here's the wiki for a quick refresher:

Asemic writing - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Asemic writing is a wordless open semantic form of writing.[1][2] The word asemic means
"having no specific semantic content". With the nonspecificity of asemic writing there comes a
vacuum of meaning which is left for the reader to fill in and interpret. All of this is similar to the
way one would…
EN.M.WIKIPEDIA.ORG
Like   Comment   Share

Bruce Andrews and 24 others like this.
Lizzy Ball ewwww this is the grossest post
5 hrs · Like · 5
Lizzy Ball you could reiterate the theme of this group without calling people's art "cheap hotel
room abstract art"
5 hrs · Like · 10
Kathy Bowman Yup. Project much? That's rude and unnecessary and discouraging. Gonna
block your ass - in that there's no way to learn from the arrogant.
5 hrs · Edited · Like · 5
Erica Durante Quality Patrol fail.
5 hrs · Like · 3
Robert Alan Wendeborn I'm not "projecting" I'm saying, the form falls into a spectrum. Should I
start commenting on every piece that is closer to abstract art than writing? No. I'm not naming
names, I'm saying broadly, this is writing, not visual art. Giving dimensions, media, titles, etc,
speaks to the art world, not literature. As a participant, practitioner, and reader of the community
I wanted to say something. Sorry if you felt like I was calling your art bad, but maybe your
offense is because it's bad.
5 hrs · Like
Tim Drage "asemic writing" > "cheap hotel room abstract art" > snobbish backseat moderating
grin emoticon
5 hrs · Like
Tim Drage (you're kind of right tho haha.)
5 hrs · Like
Tim Drage Waaait but you posted a photo of some icicles
4 hrs · Like · 1
Lizzy Ball LMAO

http://en.m.wikipedia.org/


4 hrs · Like
Tim Drage amazing work Lizzy Ball
4 hrs · Like · 1
Robert Alan Wendeborn yeah, lizzy hasn't shared anything...
4 hrs · Like
Tim Drage know when you are rekt
4 hrs · Like · 1
Robert Alan Wendeborn here, I'm not the only one, though this is much more
polite:https://www.facebook.com/groups/76178850228/permalink/10152943938950229/
Spencer Selby Asemic Writing: The New Post-Literate
weren't looking with the concept of asemic foremost in the minds. That may even be the case
with some of the recent pieces I have posted here.
4 hrs · Like
Robert Alan Wendeborn and nothing I've posted in this group is "art". it's writing, found or written
myself, sorry my penmanship isn't great...
4 hrs · Like
Tim Drage http://i.imgur.com/D0xku2d.jpg
I.IMGUR.COM
4 hrs · Like · 3
Robert Alan Wendeborn you're right, this should just be memes...
4 hrs · Like · 3
Tim Drage Asemic memes could be interesting grin emoticon our HNW Memes groups comes
close sometimes actually come to think of it
4 hrs · Like
Kate Deacock Oh!
4 hrs · Like
Robert Alan Wendeborn I prefer People that Aumm sometimes and are also... ooohhhh.....
4 hrs · Like
Lizzy Ball of course you do
4 hrs · Like
Timothy Curtis aummers would hate this kind of post
4 hrs · Like · 1
Timothy Curtis inevitably there are going to be a lot of posts that don't follow your definition of
asemic writing
4 hrs · Like · 1
Robert Alan Wendeborn aummers would lose their shit
4 hrs · Like
Robert Alan Wendeborn btw, did you see this hella asemic writing where this dude rides a
motorcycle on water: https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=22&v=lDi9uFcD7XI
DC SHOES: ROBBIE MADDISON'S "PIPE DREAM"
DC presents Robbie “Maddo” Maddison’s...
YOUTUBE.COM
4 hrs · Like

https://www.facebook.com/groups/76178850228/permalink/10152943938950229/
http://i.imgur.com/D0xku2d.jpg
http://i.imgur.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=22&v=lDi9uFcD7XI
http://youtube.com/


Tim Drage Honestly every popular facebook group descends into "I know this isn't [group topic]
but..." posts and backseat moderating/dramatic exits, there's no solution but actual moderation
and good people posting good content and not whining too much about the inevitable. People
who would post off topic artwork are not going to pay any attention to the rules and even less to
people basically insulting and belittling their contributions, it's just not helpful.
4 hrs · Like · 4
Timothy Curtis inevitably people will form an agreement on what constitutes it; that video would
never be widely accepted
4 hrs · Like · 2
Timothy Curtis also, inevitably, people like you will be assholes
4 hrs · Like · 6
Tim Drage Robert you literally posted a photo of icicles and a fuzzy photo of some floor or
something, you are in ZERO position to be going 'LOL I BET U IDIOTS WOULD CALL THIS
ASEMIC WRITING :smugface:'
4 hrs · Like · 3
Timothy Curtis i admit that i used inevitably wrongly because it sounds nice as a tricolon
4 hrs · Like · 2
Timothy Curtis then again a tricolon still wouldn't be as anal as this post
4 hrs · Like · 2
Kate Deacock Geez well ive been doing it all wrong from the very start of my time in this group! I
have sought to get clarification, done my own research & have continued to explore the notions
of Asemic "Writing" via my creative visual art experimentation. Im sure im off the mark
(whatever, whereever that specific fixed mark is actually meant to be!) quite often.... but well
jeez....think ill go hang my head in shame & stop being my creative, push the envelope self....
frown emoticon
Ill have a think about it Robert Alan Wendeborn, ill have a look at this link youve Posted.... you
have a right to your opinion, your perspective & to share these as well as your knowledge &
information..... I appreciate that with respect & openess....but jeez you could have gone about it
differently to this!?frown emoticon
4 hrs · Like · 2
Robert Alan Wendeborn I'm not calling it art, I'm not trying to show you guys my "paintings". I've
shared images of things that could be read. I wanted to talk about what asemic writing is, not
promote myself, not shit talk anyone, which is what's happening here.
4 hrs · Like · 1
Tim Drage No True Asemicman
4 hrs · Like
Lizzy Ball Kate Deacock please don't stop what you're doing to think about this post
4 hrs · Like · 3
Timothy Curtis apologies for shit talking. nonetheless, you are not 'talking about it' so much as
policing. a discussion does not start with an insult, and if you don't believe 'hotel room abstract
art' is an insult then you live in a different world to me
4 hrs · Like · 5



Robert Alan Wendeborn Timothy Curtis, you forgot cheap. cheap hotel room abstract art. I also,
didn't make fun of anyone's "art" or "writing" specifically. which, has happened to me... so?
4 hrs · Like
Kate Deacock Ok...but to offer your "subjective" opinion that a lot of the work has decended into
"cheap hotel room abstract art" is somewhat of an insulting way to start off what could have
been a much more reasonable conversation dont you think?
By all means share your thoughts, opinions, information, questions... im all for it....not everyone
is going to agree but thats OK (how boring & limited if we did)...but I personally agree its good to
stop & think & dialogue about such things from time to time...
4 hrs · Like · 4
Tim Drage > I also, didn't make fun of anyone's "art" or "writing" specifically. which, has
happened to me... so?
So you made a schoolboy error.
4 hrs · Like
Timothy Curtis you are referring to what i assume is the majority of recent posts. do you
seriously expect everyone to look at your post and think "ohhe's not talking about me, i'm the
one doing it right"? because if not then you ARE insulting people. lots of people
4 hrs · Like · 2
Kate Deacock ...and we will all "read" things in sometimes quite different ways...that doesnt
necessarily make any of it less relevant surely?
4 hrs · Like · 1
Tim Drage Jibes aside, do you really not see that from the perspective of everyone else here
there's no difference between your photo posts and their art/photo/found-'writing' posts, and that
by any relatively strict definition a photo of some icycles is no more 'asemic writing' than those
people's 'bad' paintings? And that you are thus looking a little hypocritical and causing people to
argue with and mock you?
4 hrs · Edited · Like · 1
Robert Alan Wendeborn I never said bad. I'm not offering judgment along those lines
4 hrs · Like
Robert Alan Wendeborn I said cheap, as in poorly made or inexpensive
4 hrs · Like
Tim Drage "cheap"... "drop in quality"
4 hrs · Like · 2
Tim Drage wait i get it now, you've invented Asemic Reasoning
4 hrs · Like · 5
Timothy Curtis how would you judge the budget except through a quality assessment? as in,
they couldn't pay for a better artist
4 hrs · Like
Lizzy Ball MUAHAHHA
4 hrs · Like
Tim Drage "as in poorly made"
4 hrs · Like
Timothy Curtis you're digging a damn deep hole here robert



4 hrs · Like · 2
Kate Deacock And I wonder if there are ever any major concerns about stuff that goes on in this
group, it would not be better to take it to Admin as a private conversation to begin rather than
decide to take matters into your own hands without such prior consultation? Forgive me if ive
misunderstood & you have in fact already done this & been given go ahead by admins to set us
on the "right track" but even so you could have been more "diplomatic" in your approach I think.
♡

4 hrs · Like · 3
Robert Alan Wendeborn there are people selling art on this page, i'm (edited) *not* here to sell
anything and not here to show my craftsmanship. it's writing. it's free.
4 hrs · Edited · Like · 1
Tim Drage If it's particularly spammy art-sale stuff just report it to the admin.
4 hrs · Like · 3
Kate Deacock Is that not allowed?
4 hrs · Like
Timothy Curtis sorry i thought you were referring to the content and not the fact that it's being
sold, my apologies for not interpreting the words of your post as asemic art and then reading
your mind
4 hrs · Like · 1
Tim Drage He is referring to the content
4 hrs · Like
Kate Deacock Im here to share my images & ideas...to get feedback & inspiration from others....
im not here to "sell" anything $ wise...but is there a rule against doing that here or promoting
ones practice??
4 hrs · Like
Timothy Curtis of course he is, it's just another bullshit way of escaping what he said
4 hrs · Like · 2
Kate Deacock I never knew we were only allowed to "write" .... define "write"??
4 hrs · Like · 2
Lizzy Ball Kate Deacock if you are concerned about whether selling work here is acceptable or
spam, you can find the mods by clicking "Members" and filtering for "Admins"
4 hrs · Like · 2
Robert Alan Wendeborn I'm not a tattle-tale, and I'm not a troll. I'm glad we're talking about this.
like, seriously. just wish people weren't dicks about what I've posted writing wise, and actually
engage with the difference between "art" and "writing".
4 hrs · Like · 1
Tim Drage I've not even seen anyone overtly selling art here... certainly this being an art group
some artists who also sell art are sharing their work (often not very on-topic) but that's to be
expected. And this feels like trying to worm out of the 'cheap hotel art' thing: Many serious
asemic writers will have published and sold books/zines of their work and I don't think anyone
would have problem with them sharing their work because of that.
4 hrs · Like · 4



Barbara White Ah, sad. There are many ways to lead the group, with a reminder, or a pinned
post, clarifying the expectations. Or removing posts that are not germane. As a sometime visitor
I gather I am not fully informed of the definition of the term; why would we all be free of
misunderstanding without guidance ? I have really enjoyed this group, but I'll be bowing out now
due to this disparaging post. There's enough of that around.
4 hrs · Like · 4
Yousef Smith Asemic thread, I see a pattern, not quite sure what is being said though.
4 hrs · Like · 2
Lizzy Ball >makes fun of other people's submissions to this group
>can't handle a humorous dose of own medicine
4 hrs · Like · 1
Tim Drage > just wish people weren't dicks about what I've posted writing wise, and actually
engage with the difference between "art" and "writing".

Maybe you should have thought of that before posting a condescending putdown of this group
in general in terms that can easily be applied to your own posts here then.
4 hrs · Like · 3
Barbara White Before I go, this is the admin, right, not just some mortal member?
4 hrs · Like
Lizzy Ball Robert Alan Wendeborn is NOT an admin of this group
4 hrs · Like · 2
John Prendergast VISUAL LITERACY!!
I "READ"
EVERY IMAGE!
TRACERIES & SPLOTCHES IT'S ALL LANGUAGE 2 ME!
MARKS ON SURFACES!
YOUR TASTE IS YOURS NOTHING MORE
IF U DON'T LIKE IGNORE!
4 hrs · Like · 4
Tim Drage Barbara White please don't leave, this is just some random guy
4 hrs · Like · 3
Tim Drage Backseat moderating
4 hrs · Edited · Like · 2
Kate Deacock Sure Lizzy Ball. I personally dont like spam or the idea of people hustling to make
money out of others here in anyway...I just havent seen anything written about it anywhere...in
some Group Guidelines or similar. Ill have another look though.
But thats not actually the point im trying to get clear on. Im just trying to suggest there might be
better ways to discuss different ideas about what is asemic writing, the purpose of tgis group &
the various different (& possibly quite reasonable) ways people might use this group?
4 hrs · Like · 2
Lizzy Ball i completely agree, i was just trying to help in case you wanted to talk to an actual
mod about these questions.
4 hrs · Like · 1



Kate Deacock Does that make sense?
4 hrs · Like
Robert Alan Wendeborn I've not called out anyone specifically, and I'm fine with people
questioning what's writing, even my own
4 hrs · Like · 1
Timothy Curtis yeah, this is not only irrelevant but a successful worm-out by robert. his original
post was nothing to do with selling art, and everything to do with his love of personally insulting
art he doesn't like
4 hrs · Like · 2
Barbara White Lizzy and Tim Drage, thank you! Where oh where is the admin? Can they not
read semic writing???!
4 hrs · Like · 3
Tim Drage > I've not called out anyone specifically, and I'm fine with people questioning what's
writing, even my own

Yeah but that doesn't make what you posted good in any way tho
4 hrs · Edited · Like · 1
Timothy Curtis please don't try to convince anyone that a generalised insult is less harmful than
an individual one
4 hrs · Like · 5
Kate Deacock One thing I think is maybe we should do a bit of time out & not continue to
publicly shame Robert Alan Wendeborn...myself included. This is a reasonable conversation to
have, perhaps it just got off on the wrong foot?
4 hrs · Like · 3
Timothy Curtis it got off on the wrong foot and until that foot is corrected, we will continue to
walk in the wrong direction. the conversation can be reasonably had under a decently written
post
4 hrs · Like · 3
Ozma Otacava
4 hrs · Like · 3
Timothy Curtis that's a cheap hotel aubergine
4 hrs · Like · 6
Patrick Clark Of all of the places I expected to see drama on the internet... This is one of the
more surprising ones. But it happens. And yes, this person could have easily made their point
without openly insulting some of the people who share on here. I have had that thought before,
don't get me wrong. But I have always been under the assumption this group is themed around
asemic writing but not exclusively bound to the format/genre, more about an ethos of
transcribing the incomprehensible into physical or written forms.
4 hrs · Like · 6
Timothy Curtis no what i meant was you're trying to sell your aubergine it's not a commentary on
the quality of the aubergine i'm not talking about that aubergine in particular just generally
4 hrs · Like · 4



Kate Deacock Mind you ive become intrigued now by the notion of "cheap hotel room abstract
art"! Think I might go do me some research onit!! smile emoticon
4 hrs · Like · 4
Tim Drage i'm not saying it's a bad aubergine just that it's rotten and decaying
4 hrs · Like · 1
Tim Drage "This whole frickin' place will be down to the ground
Only this cheap hotel standing up safe and sound
And you yell, "Why do they spare that one?""
4 hrs · Like · 2
Kate Deacock Yes Patrick Clark that is somewhat my impression too! Thanks for articulating
that! smile emoticon
4 hrs · Like · 1
Ozma Otacava .
4 hrs · Like · 5
Timothy Curtis Tim Drage nina simone's version of that is without a doubt my favourite recording
ever
4 hrs · Like · 2
Matt Margo why are you drawing attention to the wikipedia article on asemic writing when it
seems rather clear to me that you understand none of the information provided in that article?
you condescendingly offer a "refresher" on the "true meaning" of asemic writing, as though
asemicism does not encourage a notion of reading the world as writing, a notion that all of the
most well-known practitioners of asemic writing (tim gaze, michael jacobson, et al.) have openly
discussed in interviews and essays. please do not jeer at the asemic efforts of others and try to
claim that your jeering is a matter of "maintaining the asemic movement's purity" rather than
simply a matter of your personal tastes not being satisfied.
3 hrs · Like · 9
Johnny Mac As Admin ,firstly we prefer members to post within the guidelines of the group
.Secondly not attacks on members images or personally will be tolerated.What is Asemic to one
may not seem so to another ! If you set yourself up as a judge be prepared to be shot down .No
kidding !
3 hrs · Like · 5
Tim Drage Timothy Curtis yes amazing! Judy Collins' version is the really childhood-nostalgic
one for me tho smile emoticon
3 hrs · Like · 1
Robert Alan Wendeborn Why are you putting quotes around bullshit I didn't say?
3 hrs · Like
Tim Drage https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scare_quotes
Scare quotes - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Scare quotes, shudder quotes,[1][2] or sneer quotes[3][4][5] are quotation marks placed around
a word or phrase to signal that a term is being used in a nonstandard, ironic, or in another
special sense.[6] They may be used to imply that a particular expression is not necessarily how
the author would…
EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scare_quotes
http://en.wikipedia.org/


3 hrs · Like · 3
Ozma Otacava ""
3 hrs · Like · 8
Mary Jesionowski "wtf"
3 hrs · Like · 1
Gustavo Jobim It looks like some folks are taking things too seriously or making it personal; I
think the best way as far as social network communication is concerned is just ignoring
whatever you think isn't interesting or relevant. Me, I'm just not very interested in many posts
here that do tend towards pictorial art. Asemic writing for me should be more like words,
characters and texts, if it includes drawings ok, but if the work shows little to none callighaphic
features I lose interest. It's simple. Let's not get nervous about it...
3 hrs · Like · 4
Kate Deacock Time out??
3 hrs · Like · 1
John Prendergast PERSONALLY I LIKE SOME "cheap hotel room abstract art"
AND SOME I HATE JUST LIKE CATCH ALL PHRASES!!
3 hrs · Like · 2
Timothy Curtis aubergine is fast becoming one of my favourite semantic words
3 hrs · Like · 6
Kate Deacock Ditto
3 hrs · Like
Robert Alan Wendeborn Imma leave this here, probably the most commented on post of the
groups history... PEACE:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVFasyCvEOg
ART THOUGHTZ: How to Make an Art.
WUTUP EVERYBODY, THIS THE...
YOUTUBE.COM
3 hrs · Like
Lizzy Ball lmao thats one way to leave with your tail between your legs (i.e. pretending you're
not leaving with your tail between your legs)
3 hrs · Like · 4
Johnny Mac Ok As admin ! ...... Cut the personal attacks on each other out ,otherwise Admin
will wipe the whole thread and caution those responsible for them Take note and pull your heads
in ,Please !
3 hrs · Like · 6
Barbara White Kate, that is very thoughtful and kind of you to suggest the time-out. (I suppose
it's worth specifying that I mean that in earnest.) since there is always another layer of
commenting not the commenting — like mine here — one possibility would be for the OP
himself to remove this post. Then he or anyone could start a more fruitful discussion, if desired,
if ok with the admin, who I see has shown up in semic form!
2 hrs · Like
Aliza Tucker overall, im kinda glad the idiotic, harsh and obscenely judgmental post was made
in the first place. this whole thread is revealing a lot about the people who post here and what
they post. it's really very interesting. personally, seeing things that i don't automatically interpret

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVFasyCvEOg
http://youtube.com/


as asemic are just as important as what i see as 'blatantly asemic,' (even though the judgement
is completely personal and subjective,) helps me to hone and more intimately understand what i
love about art and writing and writing as art and art as writing...

anyway. i don't post too often but i always enjoy what i see. keep doing what you do yall

<3at
2 hrs · Like · 5
Brainard Cockburn idk, I don't like OP's reduction/dismissal of other people's contributions, but
scrolling thru the recent additions, I do feel like the continuity I came here for in the past has
eroded slightly. I remember when Lucinda Sherlock's works were profuse, that always kept me
coming back.

But it's hard to argue with the output now...tho I can't help disagreeing with a work's 'asemic'
status when it resembles a face or a landscape over a codified language...but w/e, it's
experimentation and there's so much material to connect with as ever.
1 hr · Like · 2
Yousef Smith Fucking Pinned, lmfao
1 hr · Like

Drew Hays Sometimes when I see the kind of things persnickety people want out of the group I
scroll down and stop having hemorrhoids about art groups
On Facebook. If you don't like it, don't 'like' it.
3 hrs · Like · 2
Lucinda Sherlock Thanks for the encouragement. It's a process of working out what and how I
write. can't please everyone all the time.
3 hrs · Like · 3
Robert Alan Wendeborn Lucinda Sherlock, I actually love your notebook. it's one of my favorites
3 hrs · Like · 2
Lucinda Sherlock though I would be mortified to think that people would see my work as cheap
hotel art. That would make me stop posting for sure
3 hrs · Edited · Like · 2
Emily Kaplan I am confident in the knowledge that whatever it is, I am doing it wrong.

It was ever thus. Never stopped me before.
2 hrs · Like · 5
Kimm Kiriako The last time I participated here - many, many months ago - I was told to STFU!
because I expressed something similar to the OP. I see the person who leveled that opinion at
me is now an admin here?

Shutting up anyone to suit your own perspective seems so un-asemic!! smile emoticon



Anyhow - I continue to love to write asemically and find great value in it. Michael, the original
Admin has really opened up the place where Asemic Writers could share their work and can't be
thanked enough for his open-mindedness...to controversy, cussedness and most of all creativity.
2 hrs · Like · 2
Spencer Selby Oh boy, I'm not sure if I should comment but feel I should check in since my
statement was referenced. That statement was not meant as a critique of the quality of work
posted but more about the effect such a potentially vague creative category as asemic can have
on postings and also responses in a group like this that is open to all. There is now another
factor that has emerged since my statement last November. I refer to the FB news feed
algorithm, which giveth reach to some and taketh away alot of reach from many others, myself
included. Maybe this will seem like a tangent, but now there's really no way to even tell what
consensus response is to posts because some postings are seen by a great deal more people
than most others ( many group members understandably don't have the time to scroll through
everything posted to the group directly and so their views come thru the news feed. The feed
algorithm changed dramatically at the start of 2015, basically rewarding those that can maintain
a consistent high number of likes with much higher reach than everyone else.
2 hrs · Like · 1
Kimm Kiriako I remember you saying that a bunch of months ago Spencer. Personally I would
not expect a quality algorithm from Mr. Zuckerberg or anyone in his employ. His goals are not
about how we can all share what's best and most interesting! Look at the space we inhabit - if
ever unoriginal corporate website design and user interface hit the web - it is FB. Pathetic really
- these alley ways we inhabit! But aside from that there's some freedom here to share what we
love and to enjoy what others do.

I understand that those who think Asemic is anything and believe it should be open to anyone's
definition of what it should be feel they are the "true" open minded and full of the Teach...but it
gets a bit judgy around here on those ends for those of us who just don't share that perspective.
I love a heated discussion but I do believe some 21st century asemic writers mistake attack
(STFU or LTFU as a relevant response for instance) for a well reasoned view.

Anyhow - Merci to the OP for having the guts to bring this up again. Use your voice!!
2 hrs · Edited · Like · 1
Spencer Selby My point is that the group (and not just this one) was a more valuable
platform/forum when it did seem the # of likes (and comments) was a gauge of some sort of
rough consensual response to each post. Not that consensus is everything. Of course it's not by
a long shot. But it is or was better than what we have now--an illusion that some posts are much
more well received than alot of others.
1 hr · Like · 1
Kate Deacock I agree with much of what youve said here Kimm Kiriako but I do personally think
the OP needed to be somewhat more diplomatic in relation to how he brought the subject up in
the first place. I dont have an issue with what he has to say & with there being discussion about
this at all (I think its valuable!) but I do have an issue (as it would seem quite a few others do
too) with HOW he brought it up! At same time I dont necessarily agree with how some people



then acted out reactively to this on the thread. Yes I had a "reaction" to his Post (the way he
expressed himself) but I attempted to take responsibility for my own reactions & remain as
respectful & open in my communication as possible (I hope!?) at same time as expressing my
dissapointment about how the OP unfortunately presented & expressed his opinion (which btw
may be completely correct or not but for me that is not the point).
1 hr · Like
Spencer Selby My thought about all that: To say a critique is an insult is itself at least as much of
an insult. Sometimes when you critique you're not able to also be diplomatic. The only option is
to keep yr mouth shut.
50 mins · Edited · Like · 1
Kate Deacock Ok... im the eternal diplomat I guess... I have no trouble at all with the critique just
the subjective opinion & judgement that there is a lot of "cheap hotel abstract art" being
presented in to group (I dont perceive that statement as any sort of constructive informed
"critique"?). Whether this is actually true or not is beside the point for me.
I dont expect we should all exactly & precisely agree on what constitutes "asemic writing"
although I agree that there should probably be some sort of "parameters". But I would just hope
that we could have and express our differing opinions, even have good ol arguments now &
then & yes offer informed critiques where & when appropriate with respect & sensitivity? But
maybe thats just me?
41 mins · Like · 1
Kate Deacock And here I go again slipping into my tendency towards trying to "diplomatically
mediate" difference & communication! frown emoticon
39 mins · Like
Emily Kaplan All I know is if that "cheap hotel art" doesn't become a running theme here than
this group is in dire need of wiseasses.
32 mins · Like · 2
Julia Laxer I like it all. low brow / high brow
22 mins · Like · 2
Spencer Selby Maybe it wasn't a good critique, but my goodness. Anything positive passes
muster here (and everywhere at FB. No wonder there would be a buildup or pushback
sometimes against that.
20 mins · Like · 1
Emily Kaplan unibrow
20 mins · Like · 2
Julia Laxer Especially unibrows!
15 mins · Like · 2
Emily Kaplan Oh man I feel a piece of cheap hotel art coming on.
14 mins · Like · 3
Kate Deacock
12 mins · Like
Robert Alan Wendeborn http://www.aliexpress.com/.../1158756_32324351422.html
Aliexpress.com : Buy Wu Guanzhong Modern Abstract Colorful Chinese Ink...
ALIEXPRESS.COM

http://www.aliexpress.com/.../1158756_32324351422.html
http://aliexpress.com/


10 mins · Like
Yousef Smith Hotel Facebook, you can check out anytime you like, but you can never leave
6 mins · Edited · Like · 1
Emily Kaplan
8 mins · Like · 2

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Olchar E. Lindsann

August 4 at 6:18pm ·

Those of you with huge chapbook/Zine libraries: how do you organise them?

I've typically done so by press, because it seems to present the fewest problems.

Hundreds of books, most by multiple collaborators, many without titles, quite a few published
jointly by two or more presses, some of which exist only fleetingly... whew.

I'm about to set out to catalog all of them individually...

Like   Comment   Share

You, Picasso Gaglione, Joe Abel and 2 others like this.
Tim Drage Mine are organised by where i put them down/put them on a shelf/ shoved them in a
box at some point in time
Like · Reply · August 4 at 6:39pm

Olchar E. Lindsann That is actually my current system, with the addition of a dozen students
then adding their own, even more random systems into the mix. It's chaos theory in action.
Like · 1 · August 4 at 6:40pm

Olchar E. Lindsann Jim Leftwich John M. Bennett Keith A. Buchholz Geof Huth Alan Reed John
Sanford Mark Bloch
Like · Reply · August 4 at 6:39pm

Alan Reed Neem Maness! you are not the only one to have come up against this problem
(which, if I remember right, you solved with a thematic classification system?).



Like · 1 · August 4 at 7:14pm
Alan Reed or David William? you wrote a paper about zines and libraries, anything to say on the
topic of organizing them?
Like · 1 · August 4 at 7:17pm
Olchar E. Lindsann Thematic system is interesting...
Like · August 4 at 7:38pm
Mark Bloch I think the most important thing is to think of a system and then stick to it. It doesn't
matter what you pick if it makes sense to you. Then write it down, create protocols and
procedures so others could follow it if need be and some day they will. I just organize everything
by sender because my collection is mail oriented. So I keep the envelope with the contents.
(Wish the PO still postmarked everything the way they used to.) This is a problem with books
and magazines and stuff because you want to put them on a book shelf together but in my case
I resist that temptation and just organize it as a filing system by sender. and then by city, then by
state and finally by country. That said, I do have some caveats by size. Really big stuff is in a
really big filing cabinet with really big drawers. It is a parallel system So in two different places I
might have an Olchar file, one regular, one oversized. Same goes for CDs. I have put all the
electronic stuff together, be it CDs, tapes or whatever. But again, the most important thing is to
just come up with some system that works for you. I say this because when a large part of my
collection went to NYU's Fales Library, that was the first thing they asked me. How do I organize
it? And they continued my system.

I have more to add but that's enough for now! Good luck. The other alternative is to throw it all
out the window as Robert Delford Brown suggested.
Like · 1 · August 4 at 8:23pm
John M. Bennett Or Ackerman, who sent everything off to someone else, pretty much as quickly
as it arrived, I think
Unlike · 2 · August 4 at 10:11pm
Mark Bloch Sorry I seem to have answered in a reply to olchar instead of the main thread but
isn't that appropos? Cross referencing is in order!
Like · 1 · 22 hrs
Olchar E. Lindsann Facebook becomes always more complicated...
Like · 1 · 3 hrs
Write a reply...

John M. Bennett they are organized in the library by call no, which means by language, time
period, and title. in my house they are organized by being in piles all over the place.
Unlike · Reply · 2 · August 4 at 7:06pm

Olchar E. Lindsann Good to know the latter is nearly universal!
Unlike · 1 · August 4 at 7:37pm



Alan Reed going by 'the order in which you got them' might be the only possible systemic
method, and if you're building out a catalogue of some sort, which I dearly hope you are, leave
the rest of the metadata more or less unstructured.
Like · Reply · 1 · August 4 at 7:16pm

Olchar E. Lindsann I am trying to assemble a catalogue--I tried years ago, then software ceased
being updated or working properly, computers crashed, etc. I've thought about going by year--it
would provide an interesting way to explore the material, but particularly difficult for carrying out
other kinds of research or etc... it will be a slow project, obviously...
Like · August 4 at 7:37pm
Alan Reed one of my jobs this coming year is going to be to build a cataloguing system from
scratch; it'll more than likely involve microsoft, but if I come up with a freer solution, I'll let you
know about it
Like · 1 · August 4 at 8:11pm
Olchar E. Lindsann Right now my catalog is on Scrivener, exportable to an old-fashioned .odt /
.doc file...
Like · Yesterday at 10:34am
Alan Reed could you send me a copy of it? I remain curious how you've done this seemingly
impossible thing.
Like · 20 hrs
Olchar E. Lindsann Can do--as a scrivener file or an exported .doc/.odt? Right now it only
contains my bound books & 19th Century Revenants Archive, not the chapbooks. It does
contain most of my printed-out and photocopied journal articles, blog essays etc. though. The
chapbook catalogue will be integrated into it eventually (unless I find a free, stable alternative).
Like · 3 hrs · Edited
Alan Reed as a scrivener file, please
Like · 7 mins
Write a reply...

John M. Bennett It is often said that journals are the weeds of the library -
Unlike · Reply · 3 · August 4 at 7:17pm
Alan Reed because if you're building a catalogue of some sort, then getting your hands on this
would be a fine idea:

http://www.tandfonline.com/.../19386389.2014.978235...
RDA and the Description of Zines: Metadata Needs for Alternative...
TANDFONLINE.COM
Like · Reply · August 4 at 7:19pm

Olchar E. Lindsann Whoo, looks interesting, but the journal costs more than I've paid for my
entire 'zine archive over the last 15 years. The coffeeshop's about to close, but at some point I'll
see if I can access it via Hollins University... damn you, Routledge!
Like · 1 · August 4 at 7:34pm

http://www.tandfonline.com/.../19386389.2014.978235.
http://tandfonline.com/


Geof Huth I folder each individually. To the folder I add three bits of information: 1. The main
entry (a technical term that normally means the author's name); 2. The title of the piece (or
[Untitled] if there isn't one); and 3. the year of publication (or ca 2...See More
Like · Reply · 1 · August 4 at 9:16pm

Alan Reed what do you do in cases of multiple or unknown authors?
Like · 1 · August 4 at 9:43pm
John M. Bennett added entries for multiple authors. the method above is for collection
cataloging, a good way to do certain materials, depending on anticipated use.. they can also be
catalogued individually, as serials, using LC system. Dewey not so good for this kind of thing.
Like · 1 · 22 hrs
Write a reply...

Mark Bloch Sorry I seem to have answered in a reply to olchar instead of the main thread but
isn't that appropos? Cross referencing is in order!
Like · Reply · 22 hrs
Jim Leftwich unfortunately my collection here at home reflects the roughly 50 or so exhibits of
various sizes i've organized in the past 7 or 8 years. i can still find things, with a little effort, most
of the time, but no one else would have a prayer of ever finding anything. it's a disaster, in need
of many hours of tender loving care (which i will probably never get around to giving...).
Like · Reply · 1 · 22 hrs

Olchar E. Lindsann Mine was in pretty organised condition for a few years (though still
uncatalogued), until I took it in to show the CHS Zine club. They didn't spend much time with it
but just moving it was enough for the system to crash. Fortunately Swade Best made use of it
while it was at the school so some good came out of it.
Like · 3 hrs
Jim Leftwich mine got destroyed at the big mail art show we di for the first festival in 2008. it
never recovered from that, and all of those collab fest mini-exhibits for the next three years just
made matters worse.
Like · 24 mins
Write a reply...

Olchar E. Lindsann Thanks everyone!

Today my project will be to just get the damned things on the shelf so I can figure out how the
remainder of the library needs to be physically distributed and I can get all the boxes off my
floor. Then I'll get them all physically organised over the next couple weeks, then begin to go
through methodically and catalogue them.

I'm leaning toward keeping my system by Press; each micropress represents a particular
community or node in the Eternal Network, so it seems a good basis for people researching the



community itself, while individuals typically have strong enough associations with certain
presses to figure out what set of presses to look in for them. A similar logic to Mark's method,
though a step removed from the mail art context, though I most often get chapbooks from the
publisher so it overlaps. (I do often keep mail art packets with envelope, ephemera, mail art, and
occasionally the books in my boxes of archive files). The "order I got them" system shares
Mark's advantages, but that's already hopelessly mixed up.

Within each micro-press's collection, I'm still deciding whether to organise by author (or first
author listed) or by date--leaning toward the latter, to facilitate the tracking of how the work of
each node has developed and grown.

Having some kind of catalogue will help a lot in finding work by individuals regardless of the
physical filing system...

How nice to be surrounded (remotely) by archivists and librarians-!
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 3 hrs

Jim Leftwich for the research i've been doing later (in and around asemic writing) the dates have
been extremely important, and not always easy to determine. also, presses work exactly as you
say: find the presses involved, and you will find the people involved. if i were to attempt a
reorganization of my collections i would use something very close to your method.
Like · 17 mins
Write a reply...

Olchar E. Lindsann I've also begun making DIY cases out of old pizza and cheeze-it boxes, to
solve the problem of a hundred chapbooks fanning out and slipping all over the place when
trying to fit them on the shelf...
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 3 hrs

Jim Leftwich shoe boxes are the industry standard. i think Baroni said a while back that we
should use the shoe box as the primary unit of measurement, as in "i had 8 shoe boxes of TLPs,
but i have given away 2 and a half of them".
Like ·

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Sinclair Scripa added 5 new photos — with Catherine Mehrl Bennett and 3 others.



15 hrs ·

MailArtIn ...terrific stuff from Crash MacEwan, Catherine Mehrl Bennett??? For
BrainRotRoanokeCall, Toni Ciampolillo, and Moan Lisa Moan LisaMaria Morisot.

Like   Comment
Share

Maria Morisot, Tomoe Nakamura, Dmitry Babenko and 3 others like this.
Jason Covelli this looks killer, also Sinclair iam startin on ours: "Hollow Less EYES."
Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs
Sinclair Scripa Great. I wanna start too.... Im more than a little swamped though!
Like · Reply · 14 hrs
Jason Covelli I know that feelin, so am i, expect a 2nd wave ov mail Art from me next week
Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs
Jim Leftwich with Wilheim Katastrof @ The Katastrof Mansion
Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs
Joey Patrickt BrainRot doc was a nice surprise thanks
Like · Reply · 13 hrs

Jim Leftwich from Katastrof -- and i agree, very cool
Like · 13 hrs
Jason Covelli these are allll awesome
Like · 13 hrs
Write a reply...

Sinclair Scripa Thanks Jim Leftwich.... I loved the doc for BrainRot AND the colab minizine with
you and Vittore Baroni!
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs

Jim Leftwich do all of you guys really still think i am Wilheim Katastrof? i've used a lot of names
over the years, but this is not one of them. there are several folks in Roanoke doing mail art and
related activities. i am only one of them.
Like · 1 · Just now · Edited

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

John Crouse & Jim Leftwich
Acts 8300 - 8320



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED

broc co li: "ill coat crocodile"
neigh bor hood: "df p3 dfel"
ap ri cot: "ill coat crocodile"
pig gy bank: " gok34 lok345 kl54t"
bas ket ball: "ill coat crocodile"
li brar y: "okjir dvfkj tygu"
um brell a: "ill coat crocodile"
screw dri ver: "kl oiwbg bifldkgj"
beau ti ful: "ill coat crocodile"
but ter fly: "onojo vuuv bwefuwb"
pa jam as: "ill coat crocodile"
tor till a: "xswx ssdsds oooioii."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED ONE

agents hey astronaut: "oooioii salads earwax"
steamship llama repatriate: "propeller needlepoint chainsaw"
yawn technical staples: "bas ket ball"
flagpole arrears cornbread: "oooioii salads earwax"
haystack unction eyebrows: "if ourselves will"
propeller needlepoint chainsaw: "if ourselves will"
guffaw sperm cancan: "if ourselves will"
deeply deeply deeply: "oooioii salads earwax"
charlatan bobwhite hoodie: "build suited no"
bearded torque hacksaw: "they suited no"
trenchant penchant porcupine: "increase suited no"
closeness butterfly porridge: "oooioii salads earwax."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED TWO



if ourselves will: "if no suited"
view motor you: "view suited no"
render fully worried: "render suited suited"
good of it: "deeply deeply deeply"
negative in multifaceted: "no no no"
pop like decided: "decided astonish non"
culture astonish family: "decided family noon"
do the non: "oooioii salads earwax"
on worth a: "as at a"
no haunted least: "is if it"
suited is submission: "as is submission"
build they increase: "at if increase."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED THREE

confrontation sheets mental: "mental disarming document"
corporate literary presided: "presided provoking endless"
obvious scribbled virtue: "agents hey astronaut"
convincing rancor labia: "bandwagons understood achievement"
nothing illustrative intercutting: "enter cutting hive"
bounce decimated kinetic: "culture astonish family"
consumerism deign scripted: "rip red sign"
jitters narrative debt: "oooioii salads earwax"
endless seaweed dishonest: "obvious scribbled virtue"
provoking achievement outsource: "source snout scent"
document understood downfall: "fail dawn steed"
disarming bandwagons concrete: "corn coin gone."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED FOUR

rehearse swinging having: "questions populous uncanny"
debut rooftop convention: "culture astonish family"
montage replete boisterously: "sly eros boat"
questions populous uncanny: "loose pop lions"



collaborators voiceovers inquisitive: "hive site quit"
foothold panicked mechanics: "obvious scribbled virtue"
segment storytelling conformism: "coin corn form"
chickadee maverick nutshell: "agents hey astronaut"
approaches bullfight lambent: "montage replete boisterously"
essayistic mitten crude: "oooioii salads earwax"
lips summons infrastructure: "sure rupture rust"
emanating unarticulated reorientation: "on it at."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED FIVE

swam inhabited seemed: "process longitudinal octopus"
wounds further owner: "culture astonish family"
wingtips alertly wormlike: "worm dirt slips"
process longitudinal octopus: "dial long attitude"
suitor sometimes harpooned: "agents hey astronaut"
intended motionless peddles: "montage replete boisterously"
organic applied swollen: "questions populous uncanny"
filament years deeply: "oooioii salads earwax"
extremity cairns smothering: "ring moth smooth"
natural until paddled: "obvious scribbled virtue"
frightened readers newborn: "newt corn leaders"
morsels says rested: "rust tied sells."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SIX

beaten became begun: "agents hey astronaut"
bet bitted blew: "process longitudinal octopus"
take teach tear: "rust tide swells"
stole stank struck: "stuck drunk jeep"
done drawn drunk: "obvious scribbled virtue"
wear weave weep: "dust hide heals"
spring stand steal: "oooioii salads earwax"
close came cut: "cute pore fang"
took taught tore: "found bread nook"



read rode rang: "culture astonish family"
found flown forgotten: "process longitudinal octopus"
won wound wrote: "dust wide holes."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVEN

nemesis pictures wounded: "obvious scribbled virtue"
spiritual overcast battlegrounds: "one round rote"
summer college remembering: "dust wide holes"
states urbane nooses: "oooioii salads earwax"
conditions landscapes grandiose: "rust wide whole"
suspected rollicking tag: "done sound mote"
chapter therefore stunning: "gone sound mute"
representative structure rules: "rules roles rules"
canine candy ungrammatical: "culture astonish family"
falsehood transformations confirmation: "rules roles rules"
justification peach dominated: "agents hey astronaut"
passive literature obligatory: "rules roles rules."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED EIGHT

parece sangado dada: "culture astonish family"
simultaneamente rememora pesadillas: "as ill sad"
horribles romatica este: "tea eyes mica"
lado mas gestacion: "obvious scribbled virtue"
prepara crea innova: "agents hey astronaut"
meriendas alegrias organiza: "zaum zoom zone"
con la todas: "oooioii salads earwax"
tienen saludabes cielo: "Paris sangria Dada"
historia delicado explico: "sigh mule tanning"
para existen recibir: "merry rye endings"
razon entermedades pensando: "rules roles rules"
persona corporal mencionados: "purse spoon onus."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED NINE

freaking should dresses: "discus long jump"
overseas them between: "sheen bet hem"
email trade beyond: "oooioii salads earwax"
annual channels deathbed: "bid breath bells"
drafted spotlight buddies: "Paris sangria Dada"
operating background promised: "agents hey astronaut"
successfully only joked: "obvious scribbled virtue"
generous actually highlight: "zaum zoom zone"
launched breaking innocuous: "rules roles rules"
caused talking according: "culture astonish family"
promised reducing misconduct: "duck coin corn"
blind wholeheartedly diplomatically: "tea eyes mica."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED TEN

injection boasted network: "work net steed"
defenses computer mocking: "purse spoon onus"
debacle blamed episode: "culture astonish family"
apples breaches attorneys: "knees or hat"
statement everybody fictionalized: "rules roles rules"
damage skeleton leadership: "tea eyes mica"
numbers according looming: "merry rye endings"
attackers during cutting: "oooioii salads earwax"
universe arms unrestricted: "obvious scribbled virtue"
unleash played compassion: "zaum zoom zone"
umbilical innovate cheeks: "agents hey astronaut"
reduction rubber sermonize: "red duck lion."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED ELEVEN



plumage suitcase fishnet: "obvious scribbled virtue"
microfiche schooner asshole: "zaum zoom zone"
clambake technology whistle: "red duck lion"
lesbian pickle rumor: "oooioii salads earwax"
gender cooperation itinerary: "liturgy literary wary"
reassignment allowing biplane: "rules roles rules"
battleship daughter winery: "agents hey astronaut"
arrowhead smear espresso: "merry rye endings"
anthropology caterpillar horseshoe: "tea eyes mica"
professor paycheck taco: "culture astonish family"
jeopardy spaghetti financial: "nail dance fins"
supercharger bookmark smartphone: "smart mark charger."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED TWELVE

composing delivery illusions: "zaum zoom zone"
auditory deeper interprets: "agents hey astronaut"
professor tunings tweetbacks: "snacks sweet tongues"
symmetry classical impassioned: "red duck lion"
slaveholder bitch requiem: "culture astonish family"
marriage registering candidacy: "knees or hat"
discrimination killing shallower: "obvious scribbled virtue"
abortion connects reconnecting: "tea eyes mica"
surveillance immigrant consciousness: "rules roles rules"
corporations debates bats: "oooioii salads earwax"
progressives abound sharpie: "liturgy literary wary"
aspirations do plagued: "sharpie bats bats."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED THIRTEEN

hobo technology horn: "sharpie bats bats"
hobnob fornication shorn: "tea eyes mica"
quarters nickels dimes: "agents hey astronaut"
voting farrago brushing: "stolen sharpie bats"
shush healthcare sausage: "rules roles rules"



rough deadlines embed: "obvious scribbled virtue"
dynamics hanger vice: "oooioii salads earwax"
suffer cobbled frontline: "zaum zoom zone"
video feces anymore: "culture astonish family"
police makeup runaway: "snacks sweet tongues"
visceral company witness: "stolen sharpie sharpie"
fighters attitude douche: "liturgy literary wary."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED FOURTEEN

shoulders economy ruin: "ruin rain nothing"
something calling retained: "rune rain nothing"
response shrinking change: "culture astonish family"
percent matters theory: "obvious scribbled virtue"
contributed century narrative: "rules roles rules"
happened breakdowns luck: "liturgy literary wary"
chaos potent between: "oooioii salads earwax"
shallowness million illness: "agents hey astronaut"
completing shattering evening: "zaum zoom zone"
realm biscuit intravenous: "rind rinse Rhine"
calamities routines symptoms: "tea eyes mica"
needed broth manifest: "Rhone wind roan."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED FIFTEEN

indelible undergraduates sleep: "slip slop slope"
essay hallways drunk: "culture astonish family"
distrust sinister inspired: "zaum zoom zone"
dustbowl vehemently superdome: "tea eyes mica"
spider songs urgency: "oooioii salads earwax"
breathy deflated defined: "subjective asemic seams"
putting country articulated: "obvious scribbled virtue"
advancing policy dreams: "liturgy literary wary"
common very movement: "agents hey astronaut"
charisma indicative reversed: "snacks sweet tongues"



performs commands researchers: "rules roles rules"
itself mutton subjunctive: "glutton performs charisma."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SIXTEEN

redundancies seriously sentimental: "rules roles rules"
writing driveway phrases: "obvious scribbled virtue"
unnecessary blinders reproduction: "zaum zoom zone"
freer composer monopoly: "oooioii salads earwax"
inaccurate publisher eventually: "asemic seams subjective"
invention possible adhere: "agents hey astronaut"
chapter particular professional: "slip slop slope"
analyzing smarter mentioning: "in and around"
hyperlink contemplation journalistic: "tea eyes mica"
amplified without celebrity: "research training manual"
ongoing salon supposedly: "box folder envelope"
nerds drywall orgasm: "culture astonish family."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTEEN

volunteered peers painting: "research training manual"
eagle blood welcoming: "oooioii salads earwax"
interactive divisiveness translating: "box folder envelope"
adamantly polyglot gravy: "agents hey astronaut"
perpendicular guarantee overqualified: "rules roles rules"
develop suddenly occasionally: "obvious scribbled virtue"
monorail rearrange inspiration: "slip slop slope"
characteristics boating replay: "zaum zoom zone"
beatifically cigarette hurricane: "tea eyes mica"
happy fetishize triumphant: "culture astonish family"
rhyme bigger shrugged: "famous happy monorail"
famous like guesses: "in and around."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED EIGHTEEN

tech bold evening: "agents hey astronaut"
cyberbullying detonated compassion: "rules roles rules"
truncate rhino assessing: "culture astonish family"
actually cloudburst ringleader: "slip slop slope"
highlights dictation coauthored: "zaum zoom zone"
adherent certainly sequences: "obvious scribbled virtue"
generation irradiated palindromic: "tea eyes mica"
mutation instead medically: "famous mutation wrinkles"
wrinkles though disorder: "oooioii salads earwax"
debilitating understanding raindrops: "box folder envelope"
personal legislation cuspidor: "research training manual"
constructed buying shouters: "scissors socks paper."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED NINETEEN

untraceable replaces semiautomatic: "rules roles rules"
dropped technically outlawed: "research training manual"
scratch ghost deemed: "oooioii salads earwax"
introduced anyone without: "agents hey astronaut"
emotionally regulations purchases: "zaum zoom zone"
shooting controls becoming: "culture astonish family"
shortcutting choking absurdly: "famous  absurdly blueprint"
blueprint collapsing translucent: "tea eyes mica"
replicator violence solidified: "obvious scribbled virtue"
delightfully snapping switching: "tape stamps stencil"
materializing carving website: "box folder envelope"
stencil mirrors allows: "glue scribbles acts."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED TWENTY

causal scribbles casual: "box folder envelope"



everything functionally handwriting: "rules roles rules"
pounded interest computer: "agents hey astronaut"
gripping causation journal: "culture astonish family"
epidemiologist pillow impression: "zaum zoom zone"
imprecision disorder quarterly: "carnival model festive"
fetish emphatic curvilinear: "oooioii salads earwax"
genesis carbuncle unlimited: "acts envelope stencil"
alcohol bloodworm recommendation: "acts virtue mica"
policy backdrops hangovers: "obvious scribbled virtue"
underestimates episodes ceilings: "acts blueprint family"
international irrational unintentional: "tea eyes mica."
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Mail

Inbox
x

Matt Ames

Jul 30 (7 days ago)
to me

Got something in the mail today.

Attachments area
Preview attachment IMG_20150730_183100.jpg
IMG_20150730_183100.jpg

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 30 (7 days ago)
to Matt
that is so cool, thanks. did you get the version with all the essays in the back?

Matt Ames

Jul 30 (7 days ago)
to me

No, is that a later version?

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 30 (7 days ago)
to Matt



yes, the one you have was published in 2000, by potes & poets.
the editor/publisher, peter ganick, published a second edition in 2009, at blue lion press, with
responses by a bunch of folks, including really insightful essays by olchar and michael peters.
you can get a free pdf here
http://www.lulu.com/us/en/shop/jim-leftwich/doubt/paperback/product-5003613.html
Matt AmesJul 31 (6 days ago)
Great thanks!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 31 (6 days ago)
to Matt
i wrote Doubt in 1996, mostly in 1996, i think i finished it in early 97. the last few months that i
worked on it i was also working on its "sequel", an even longer prose work entitled Myesis
(which means "the lesser mysteries", a set of training sessions required as preparation for
participation in the mysteries at Eleusis). Myesis was more ambitious, complex, and calculated
than Doubt. it turned out to be a long "training session" for me. i abandoned it unfinished. quite a
bit of it was published as short prose poems in little "otherstream" magazines, and peter ganick
published the whole thing, in two volumes, at Blue Lion Books in 2006.
http://www.cafepress.com/bluelionbooks66.58256114
http://www.cafepress.com/bluelionbooks66.58256509

Description: Experimental poetry

Synopsis: [by Peter Ganick]

Jim Leftwich says of his book, Myesis: Doubt* made Myesis possible. beyond that, my time
spent writing Doubt made my writing of Myesis necessary. --- I thought at the time i could write a
text the reading of which would certainly change a reader. Myesis was to be that text. i would
still like to think this, but it's much harder now than it was in 97. writing Doubt changed me, and
writing Myesis even more so. i know what writing this way can do. i don't know what reading this
kind of writing might do. --- knowing this, and what follows here, might assist in an
understanding of Doubt. beyond that, Myesis in many ways will likely replicate Doubt as a
reading experience, and though it is more calculated and complex, it is probably much less
successful as a text. From the publisher: DOUBT*, long out-of-print, established Leftwich as a
major experimental writer. His work is at the same time, poetic, philosophical, prose poem, and,
most of all, a world to enter where imagination paves the way for self-discovery. MYESIS
continues that text.

http://bluelionbooks.weebly.com/catalog.html
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(no subject)

Inbox
x

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Aug 3 (4 days ago)
to me
sending these on, but probably shld ask you now abt the status of the playhouse/
my flooding yr inbox
thanx!
b
9 Attachments

Preview attachment 08021pstcrd.png
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Preview attachment stock-veet-pa63688.jpg
stock-veet-pa63688.jpg
Preview attachment untitled1227stoctorb-axl-.jpg
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untitled1227stoox-z.jpg
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Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Aug 3 (4 days ago)
to Bill
the playhouse is still going as far as i'm concerned, but i will have to make some time for it.
i have 117,447 images posted to my flickr site.
the site has been up and running for a little over ten years.
it has gotten 1,302,458 views.
that's a good number, considering the kind of content i post. (if it was an art site i might have
another zero added to that number.)
so, when i go through my visual poems set from 2011 and find image after image with no views
at all, i begin to wonder about how i am using the site. the same for when i go through my
collections of works from mail artists and visual poets. i have a lot of work up already, some of
which has been up for quite a few years, that as far as i can tell no one at all has ever looked at.
so, one of the ways in which i am using facebook is to get more attention for the work i've
already posted.

at the same time, i am continuing with my ongoing research in and around asemic writing. i
have gone through a lot of the online catalogs for the archives at ohio state, entry by entry,
hundreds of pages, to compile a list of boxes and folders containing materials pertinent to the
early years of the current so-called asemic writing movement.

i also went through all of tim gaze's asemic magazine publications in an attempt to establish
dates of publication.

i'm enjoying all of this, but it's a lot of work.
posting to flickr is a bit of work too.
i'm also continuing with the six months aint no sentence series.
and i've been writing a bit of prose, much more than usual for me these days, trying to get some
recent history straight.
and of course i've been working my usual shifts in the photo lab at wal-mart.

so, that's what's going on.
i have a lot of  things i want to do, and i want to do them now.



please continue making and sending playhouse images. i will get to them.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Aug 3 (4 days ago)
to me
cool!

& i will say again: you do an amazing amount of quality work;
i am inspired by it!

having sd tht, i'm down to a zero place with pieces, but will be building more

thanks, jim

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

2:32 AM (11 hours ago)
to Bill
i just finished posting 18 new playhouse sets. we are caught up again. i didn't post any for a
solid month, so there was a bit of catching up to do.
lots of good stuff, as always. thanks for staying with it.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

4:23 AM (10 hours ago)
to me
super!!
& good2  i'm just now edging thru a bad nite, so that will  be gin  to keep me occupied
thanks for yr hard work,man
and thanks shld go to you for stayin
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